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• Convention: ηµν = diag (1,−1,−1,−1)

Well, as I have a lot of time to spare and the incurable illness of thinking, there
I go with my ramblings.

The problem I'm tackling is really old: How is it possible that the quantum
formalism, which is fundamentally dispersive, (di�erent wave groups travel at
di�erent speeds, and so they spread out with time) gives rise to something
as di�erent as classical mechanics, which is the dinamics of stable objects in
de�nite trajectories? The same thing in disguise is known as the problem of
measurement, but here I'm going to set it out from a much more basic point of
view by the name of �eld theory.

A still more fundamental way of dealing with it has to do with the Dirac
equation, as what we usually refer to as matter is made up out of quarks and
leptons, but the simplest way of setting the groundwork for the idea I want to
present is based on the Klein-Gordon equation. This is the simplest case, but
if one is in real earnest one should go to the Dirac equation from the get go,
as that's the one that is really fundamental, and which I will postpone for my
next PDF.

The simplest equation de�ning a relativistic �eld theory is the Klein-Gordon
equation, (

�+m2
)
φ = 0 (1)

Fermions also satisfy this equation in 2nd order. In fact, equation (1) is but
a restriction that all free �elds have to comply with, irrespective of their spin.
This de�nes what in �eld theory we call mass shell for a non-interacting system.

A property any reasonable quantum �eld theory has to obey is unitarity. Let
us implement it in a simplifying way by writing the unknown in the equation as
the imaginary exponential of a real phase:

(
�+m2

)
eiθ = 0

⇒ i�θ − ∂µθ∂µθ +m2 = 0 (2)
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As we have demanded for the phase thus written to be real, the last equation
decouples into two (one for the pure imaginary part and another for the real
part):

i�θ = 0 (3)

−∂µθ∂µθ +m2 = 0 (4)

As you can see, the 1st equation is a free wave equation for a massless �eld.
The second equation is a classical relativistic Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a
Hamilton principal function associated to a mass m. That's to say: classical
mechanics. In the limit? No. Exact classical relativistic mechanics, because,

although it is true that by restoring the constants m2 is replaced by
(
mc
~
)2
, this

only entails a re-de�nition of θ, and as certain as �θ = 0 is that � (~)−1 θ = 0
(the independent term in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation has to bem2c2 one ~ and
c are brought back). When I say �exact classical mechanics�, I mean an equation
that is formally identical to one of the equivalent formulations of mechanics,1as
well as having as solutions stable objects moving in trajectories, as we will see
later. A good thing that so far emerges in this decoupling of a massive quantum
theory (2) into a �massless quantum� theory (3) and a �massive classical� one
(4) is that solutions of (3) are non-dispersive, so that a simple soliton solving
(4) can also solve (3). But there seems to be a problem with the principle of
superposition, as I will explain in what follows.

But is the world quantum or classical then?
Here's an attempt at an answer: The world couln't care less what I consider

classical or quantum. The world is the way it is. If I go to model (3) (linear
equation), the world appears split in alternatives, because the sum of solutions
is another solution, but if I go to model (4) (Hamilton-Jacobi equation, non-
linear, massive) the world appears in non-dispersive lumps, because that's how
its solutions behave. Suppose in a typical situation of a quantum experiment we
have a decomposition of the form θ = θ1 + θ2. If this superposition represents
a solution of the �linear level� given by (3), it will only be at the same time a
solution of the �non-linear level� (4) if −∂µθ1∂µθ1−∂µθ2∂µθ2−∂µθ1∂µθ2+m2 =
0. The simplest way to satisfy this relation so that θ1 + θ2 is a solution of both
(3) y (4) is,

−∂µθ1∂µθ1 +m2 = 0

∂µθ2∂
µθ2 + ∂µθ1∂

µθ2 = 0⇒ ∂µ (θ1 + θ2) ∂
µθ2 = 0

That is, we decree that whenever a split of the form θ1 + θ2 in the �massless
quantum level� (3) occurs, in the �massive classical level� (4) only one of both
alternatives is embodied by a massive soliton, leaving the other one unoccupied,

1But we should prove or at least show as plausible that it is reasonable to connect the

interpretation of Hamilton's principal function with that of θ objects evolving as solitons. As

you will understand, a soliton is not the same as Hamilton's principal function for a particle.
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in the sense that its partial Hamilton-Jacobi equation is one corresponding to a
massless particle. The equation,

∂µ (θ1 + θ2) ∂
µθ2 = 0

can be solved consistent with the constrictions,

∂µθ2∂
µθ2 = 0 (5)

∂µθ1∂
µθ2 = 0 (6)

That is to say, a zero-mass condition for θ2 (unoccupied wave or without
massive soliton) plus an orthogonality condition.

What does special relativity tell us when we decompose an object made up
out of 2 sub-systems, one of which carries mass and the other one is light-like?
Let us see:

(Ep,p) = (Ep′ ,p′) + (|k| ,k) (7)

In this expasion,

p = p′ + k, p2 = p′2 + k2 + 2p′ · k

Given that the component with 3-momentum k is light-like, if we impose
p2 = p′2 = m2, we have,

Ep′ =
1

2
p′ · k

|k|
(8)

so for both objects, the one tagged with 3-momentum p and the one tagged
with 3-momentum p′ to have the same mass, any p′ with spacial projection
2Ep′ equal to k

|k| is valid.
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Figure 1: Every time the composite object wave+soliton goes through a checkpoint,

the prescription for the massive and the massless part of the composite object is

renewed. The information update con�rms the value the 3-momentum had to have

for the soliton to get there, so that such prescription becomes certainty about the

immediate past; but information about the immediate future is incontrolable due to

gauge freedom in the quantum description and the fact that the decomposition (7) is

not unique.

But here's an important caveat: The world according to equation (3) is mass-
less. If I introduce mass at this level �re-postulating� i

(
�+m2

)
θ = 0 instead of

(3), I will be forced to correct the mishap by appealing to �cleansing� techniques
(renormalization, disposal of non-physical degrees of freedoms, timelike photons
that are actually electrostatic potentials slipped in my treatment of radiation
degrees of freedom, that is: AµA

µ > 0).
Are there clues that mass is a monumental obstacle when it comes to building

up a consistent quantum formalism? There are more than clues:

• We know that Nature maximally violates parity conservation so that the
mass term in the Dirac equation, connecting the left-handed to the right-
handed sectors of chirality must be zero.

• A mass term for gauge bosons destroys gauge symmetry.

• In the last years there has been spectacular progress in the computation
of gluonic amplitudes (Witten, Arkani-Hamed, Cachazo et al.) only if
Yang-Mills are massless. See, for example: The Harmony of Scattering
Amplitudes, from Twistor Space to the LHC (Marcus Spradlin's talk in
homage to Gerry Guralnik).
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We have said that (4) is classical mechanics. It is important to emphasize
that it is classical mechanics when expressed in terms of a continuous function
representing bundles of trajectories: the action of all trajectories going through
a given initial condition and as a function of the �nal point (position). Which is
the connection between a function representing the action of many trajectories
and a scalar soliton representing the particle itself in the language of �eld theory?

In an upcoming PDF I will show that the language in which the connection
to our intuitive notion of particles becomes clear is that of lumps: kinks with
uniform motion, kinks with hyperbolic motion (moving phase gaps) and static
vortices 2 in 3 spacial dimensions (particles proper). I will also prove that there's
a Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the innards of the Dirac equation, so we are back
at (4), which is classical mechanics.

The next thing I'll do is include the electromagnetic �eld (which so far we
have kept out), and we will see it has two parts that is necessary to distinguish
carefully: one is topologically trivial, and is called radiation; and the other is
topologically non-trivial, and it's called particles.

2The trick to obtain these vortices is to make the change s = 1
2
ωµνpµxν , with pµpµ = m2

with an anti-symmetric tensor ωµν characterizing the solution, instead of the usual changes

s = x− vt used to detect travelling solutions in non-linear equations. This will be seen more

clearly in the next PDF.
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